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Abstract—This paper presents an overview of the challenges in
developing Health Smart Homes targeting, in particular, elderly
and impaired people. As such, it identifies the current endeavors
as well as the main areas of research.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The world population aged over 65 years is expected to
grow above 1490 million persons by 2050 [1]. According to
this forecast, by the end of the current half century, Asia alone
will contribute with over 923 millions while Europe and
America add 183 and 238 millions, respectively. The relative
elderly population is expected to grow on par with the increase
of average life expectancy fueled by technical improvements in
healthcare services and technology [2]. Given the expected
impact on health and social services, solutions should be
investigated to mitigate the resulting effects.
Dishman [3] identifies four requirements that should be
addressed to cope with the current trends of elderly
demographic increase: promote healthy behaviors, detect
diseases in an early stage, improve treatment compliance and
provide support for informal caregiving. These requirements
can be met by maintaining elderly (or impaired) people living
in their homes [4], within their social network, and being
assisted by automation systems that, besides helping them with
the Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) also monitor their health
condition (e.g. vital parameters, advanced chemical analysis,
etc.).

II.

SMART HOMES

In [5] Jiang et al. presented the Intertek [6] concept of
Smart Home (SH) as a “…dwelling incorporating a
communications network, that connects the key electrical
appliances and services, and allows them to be remotely
controlled, monitored or accessed…”. This field emerged
from the research activity in both home automation [7] and
home networking areas [8]. The inclusion of Assistive
Technologies altogether with the requirements of elderly and
impaired users drove the assistive social-oriented application
of Smart Houses [9] into the health domain, originating the
concept of Health Smart Home (HSH) [6].
A large set of research projects in the field Smart Homes
has been identified in [5], including research within the
academia (KTH’s comHOME, MIT’s House of the Future and
the University of Massachusetts Intelligent Home, just to
mention some) and within the industry (e.g. Cisco’s Internet
Home, Microsoft’s EasyLiving, Siemens Smart Home and
Intel Architecture Labs). Despite the intense activity on this
area of research, only two of these projects explicitly address
the requirements of elderly or impaired people: CUSTODIAN
and Portsmouth Smart Home. The CUSTODIAN project has
been developed to “create barrier-free homes for homeowners
with disabilities” while the Portsmouth Smart Home was
designed to “support independent living for disabled users”.

This work aims at identifying the key constraints in
developing Health Smart Homes targeting elderly and impaired
people, the areas where further investigation is required and the
challenges they provide.

In [6] Noury et al. defined the Health Smart Home as being
aimed “… at giving an autonomous life, in their own home, to
people who would normally be placed in institutions…”. The
authors also provide a state of the art on health smart homes
going back to 1998 where allegedly it all started with the
monitoring of daily life activities and physiological
parameters.

The paper is organized as follows: section 2 presents a
survey on Smart Homes by focusing current research projects
addressing those that deal with the support of health services.
Section 3 identifies the main research areas in this domain as
well as the associated challenges. Section 4 presents the BLive® system by focusing on the current efforts being
developed. This paper is concluded with an overview of its
findings.

Currently, efforts are being developed in designing
inclusive HSHs that cope with the requirements of elderly and
impaired people. These efforts resulted in some noteworthy
endeavors such as partner consortiums (MonAMI [10]),
interdisciplinary research groups (Smart Medical Home [11],
Aware Home [12], TAFETA [13]), in-home laboratories
(Gator Tech House [14], Duke Smart Home [15]) and
retrofitting and adaptation solutions (B-Live® system [16]).
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Current research has evolved from the point where
developments were essentially technical to a stage where social

aspects are also taken into account. The next section identifies
the open challenges in HSHs.
III.

CHALLENGES IN HEATH SMART HOMES

As pointed, several endeavors are being developed to build
effective HSHs. However, the majority is in an early stage of
development and thus far from being widely disseminated in
common dwellings.
The design of HSHs is complex and time-consuming, as a
large set of requirements from formal and informal occupants
must be identified, studied and validated. Dewsbury et al. [17]
argue that “…the required characteristics of the assistive
technology should be considered under four headings”: fitness
of purpose, trustworthiness, acceptability and adaptability.
The fitness for purpose heading states that systems should
work according to the user’s desires, expectations and
requirements, in an intuitive and transparent fashion.
The trustworthiness heading includes requirements related
with dependability, as defined by Laprie [18] (Availability and
Reliability, Safety, Maintainability, Confidentiality and
Integrity).
Acceptability aggregates requirements associated with
characteristics that contribute to the user’s acceptance of the
system such as Usability, Learnability, Affordability,
Compatibility, Efficiency, Responsiveness and Aesthetics.
Adaptability requirements are related with the environment
in the home as well as the stakeholders of the system. This
heading is intimately associated with the ability to modify
domestic systems by adding, configuring or reconfiguring
equipment. Therefore, it includes requirements such as
Configurability, Openness, Visibility and User reparability,
which can be systematically assessed using the Dewsbury
Method for Dependable Domestic Systems (MDDS) [19].
Although providing a systematical approach to collect and
analyze the user’s requirements, this method significantly
relies on the interviewer’s ability to infer requirements from
the provided checklists. As such, it lacks the metrics to make it
less prone to human misjudgment and time-consuming
validation. The following sub-sections explore representative
on-going research activities in key areas of HSHs.
A. Design for All
Early smart homes were designed to provide comfort to
standard users by supporting the control of environment
variables (lighting, temperature, ...) and a limited range of
appliances such as doors and blinds. Nowadays, the design
philosophy has shifted towards an approach commonly known
as design for all which has a “multidisciplinary connotation,
and refers to the design of interactive products, services, and
applications that are suitable for most potential users without
any modifications” [20]. As such, in order to improve the
universal accessibility of these systems, all potential HSH
resident’s requirements should be accounted, in the design
phase, at biological, psychological and social levels [21].

The usability of HSHs is a major concern when designing
for all. Therefore, efforts should be made to guarantee
interfaces easily learnable, efficient, memo-rable, resilient to
errors that satisfy the stakeholders [22].
B. Security and Privacy
Security and privacy are two critical concerns in the field
of developing Smart Homes, not only for the direct
implications of their violation but also because their support,
in devices designed for elderly and impaired people, is an
open research area. Furthermore, wireless communications are
becoming very popular among home networking applications
given their low installation cost, aesthetics, flexibility and
reconfiguration capabilities [23]. However, wireless
communications are more exposed to security and privacy
breaches than its wired counterparts. According to Bergstrom
et al., to ensure security, a network must provide
confidentiality, authentication, authorization and integrity
[24]. Consequently, the development of a HSH must be based
on a network design that meets these requirements.
Another important aspect is privacy, not only from the trust
perspective [25] but also from an ethical point of view [26]. For
example, the use of video (e.g. AT&T Home Monitoring
Service [27]) or data mining (e.g. QuietCare® [28])
technologies for tracking elderly or impaired people activity
can have a positive impact on their wellness by increasing the
perceived sense of freedom. However, without adequate
privacy regulation, users are unprotected from abuses. Efforts
should then be made in developing adequate regulation to
protect the user’s privacy as well as maintaining the benefits of
using technology to enhance wellness.
C. Reliability and Safety
The support of safety in Smart Homes is a domain often
regarded as being mainly related with security and protection
of privacy. However, it is dependent on a broader spectrum of
scenarios [29]: system misuse, software bugs, hardware
malfunctions, interference on communications, etc.
If a Smart Home user has the ability to perform a set of
actions or commands that require human intervention for
completion or continuous operation, he/she may utilize the
system improperly and cause damages not only in the House
but also to him/herself or someone in the neighborhood.
Another scenario arises from software bugs or hardware
malfunctions. In this case the system has no predictable
behavior and can damage equipment or harm occupants. As
most domotic systems use buses for communicating data,
there is also the possibility of having the system working on
unpredictable states due to malfunction of the network caused
by interference from appliances (e.g. micro oven).
So, because Smart Homes must ensure the safety of
stakeholders and equipments, designers must envision ways of
avoid software, hardware and network malfunctions as well as
mechanisms to actuate on their occurrence to mitigate possible
harmful consequences.

D. Ambient Intelligence
“The objective of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) is to broaden
the interaction between human beings and digital information
technology through the usage of ubiquitous computing
devices” [20]. The inclusion of AmI in the home aims at
improving the quality of life of residents, for example
increasing the autonomy of elderly or impaired people in
performing ADLs [30].
AmI should follow high-level design requirements such as
being unobtrusive, personalized, adaptive and anticipatory.
These can be met by embedding intelligent and intuitive
interfaces in all types of home objects and by having
embedded devices collaborating to improve the quality of life
of residents, for example, by automating tasks and providing
context aware functionalities.
E. Networking
Several wired technologies (KNX, LonWorks, CEBus,
X10, etc.) address the problematic of supporting data
communication in Smart Homes. However, factors such as the
cost decrease in electronics and the consumer demand for
seamless and effortless access to services are fueling the
emergence of wireless communications in the Smart Home
domain. In consequence, efforts are being made in different,
yet complementary, directions such as augmenting standard
wired technologies (e.g. KNX RF [23]), enhancing standard
wireless technologies (e.g. IEEE 802.11e [31]) and developing
solutions based on emergent wireless technologies and
protocols (e.g. Wireless Mesh [32] and Sensor [33] networks).
As introduced, the design of Smart Homes must cope with
requirements in order to become fit for purpose, trustworthy,
acceptable and adaptable. From a performance perspective,
these are Availability, Reliability and Responsiveness. In
consequence, the adoption of wireless technologies depends of
the ability to support real-time communications and faulttolerance mechanisms capable of meeting the HSHs’
requirements.
IV.

reliability, security, timeliness and fault tolerance is being
evaluated using a broadcast approach to seamless substitute
the CAN fieldbus. Hybrid solutions may also be considered in
safety-critical applications that can cope with the installation
of physical wires.
Although communications play an important role in the BLive® system’s trustworthiness, other aspects such as fitness of
purpose, acceptability and adaptability must be met in order to
make it appealing for the target users. Originally, the B-Live®
system was developed envisaging a particular application
within the “Centro de Medicinal e Reabilitação da Região
Centro – Rovisco Pais” (CMRRC-RP), a Portuguese
rehabilitation center, where an apartment was enhanced to cope
with the requirements of tetraplegic and paraplegic patients.
Nowadays, we recognize that this endeavor would benefit the
general population, in particular elderly and impaired people
and, as such, efforts are being made to extend the B-Live®
system’s functionality and usability to make it suited for all.
V.

This paper presented an overview of the current endeavors
in Health Smart Homes as well as the challenges they provide.
In addition, the B-Live® system was introduced as a
retrofitting solution that enables common dwellings to cope
with the requirements of elderly and impaired people.
Currently, this system is being enhanced to support healthcare
services and wireless communications.
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